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3) if you want to do that, then do it. its ok if the conlang is not finished. i would appreciate your translating the movie. the martian is all on the dialog and in dialogue, so its easy. i had to tweak his voice to make it not sound like he was from mars, and it was easy, because of his accent. i could try to do all the martian sounds myself, but i dont
know how. 4) you should understand the goal of this whole thing. its to give a visual and auditory taste of what it would be like to converse in a martian language. i think it would be interesting to have some of this information out there, and maybe a conlanger will use this. the movie is a fun one, and if the conlang is fun, then its ok. however,
i dont think the movie itself is what will make the conlang have impact. if it is, then i like it. if it isnt, then i really dont care. the princess of mars books are also just amazing reading, in my opinion, and i would recommend it as a great book for all ages. the martian explores many of the themes that are important to the books and i believe that
it has done the books justice. if you're interested in these books, you should find a copy of the original version, as the movie does not follow the plot of the book at all. the movie also includes a fair amount of fantastical elements, like the idea that the martians are telepathic (which they are not in the book). to be honest, i don't think that
that's really the biggest problem with the movie. it's a great movie, but does have its moments. there are a few things that i feel could be improved on, but the most obvious to me was probably the scene in which watney is explaining to his crew what is going on in the colony. it was a little dry in the book, but it's not really necessary in the
movie. it's only about 15 seconds, so i can understand why they didn't include it, but it would be a great addition to the movie if they did. the only other thing that i feel is slightly jarring is the fact that the movie has a bit more of an 'hollywood' feel to it (ie. more explosions and action), but i suppose that's to be expected from a studio film.
one thing that surprised me was the fact that 'the martian' was made with an r-rating, although i suppose it's hard to escape that in a science fiction movie now-a-days. having said that, i wasn't expecting an r-rating, and i don't feel that it was actually a necessary one.
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The disc's main menu is largely identical to the 4K disc's menu. The 4K disc uses the same default image as the Blu-ray, while the Blu-ray discs use a'screen shot' from the movie (which appears to be an editorial selection). There is a Blu-ray Exclusive Blu-ray menu, as well as a 4K Exclusive 4K menu. Blu-ray has a 'My Menu' option, which is
just a small image of the 'The Martian' disc (with the main menu and other extras) on the left side of the screen (and center of the second screen). There's also an option to watch the full-length 'The Martian' trailer. Students should watch the movie twice, once for the story, and once for the Martian instruction. This is how to get the

instructional novel on Mars: one group is given a script of the movie, and the second group is given the same movie, but with the English subtitles turned on. The method is reversed, and the second group is given the English subtitles to watch, and the first group is shown the movie with no text. Both groups are then shown a written test. The
movie group is asked to answer the questions as best they can without the text and to let someone else assist them, with a report on the accuracy of the translation. Then the subtitle group is shown the same written test, only they are to answer while they watch the movie and hold the text in their minds. The difference in scores means how

much the instruction on Mars was communicated to the first group. It must be the fact that I am a nerd, living in a fantasy world, that I can look at the story of The Martian and overlook what is most obvious: the movie is utterly fiction. One could ask for a more fantastic movie than Back to the Future. There are always new ideas and
innovations, new theories and studies. But here it is completely reversed. The Martians do not explain anything, they do not create; they simply tell what is already known. They do not learn, but only repeat. In order to close the loop, they need a narrator, and they take advantage of a teacher who does not yet know any better to teach the

teacher. The Martian movie seems to say: Knowledge is only real if you are the one who created it. If it is common knowledge, then it is no longer knowledge. 5ec8ef588b
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